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ABSTRACT

THE PREMATURE INFANT'S INTERACTIVE CAPACITY: ITS

SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE MOTHER -INFANT DYAD

by

Lockie Jayne McGehee

The behavioral responses of 16 premature infants (born between 27

and 32 weeks' gestational age) and 16 full -term infants to social stimula-

tion administered by a female adult were assessed. The assessment took

place just prior to the infant's discharge from the hospital to his parents'

home. Each infant was exposed to four types of social stimulation: visual,

auditory, tactile, and a combination of auditory and tactile stimulation.

The behavioral responses measured included body movements, state of

arousal, vocalizations, eye contact, and pacifier use by the infant.

Results indicate that preterm infants differ significantly from full -term

infants in their high frequency of body movement and high level of arousal.

The two groups did not differ, however, in their ability to orient visually

to the adult or to indicate their availability to respond to social stimula-

tiono These results suggest a scattered pattern of response organiza-

tion in the preterm infant. A unique pattern of maternal response to the

behaviors exhibited by the preterm infant is proposed.
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INTRODUCTION

The past three decades of research on the mother -infant relation-

ship have focused mainly on the impact of the mother on the future develop-

ment of her infant. Recently, there has been an increased recognition of

the infant's potential for impact on his caregiver. Current research has

begun to focus on the interactive process between the mother and infant

with each member of the dyad viewed as contributing to the resultant inter-

action.

Studies of the preterm infant have not followed a similar research

course. The overwhelming bias of those studying the preterm infant has

been to view the infant's physiological complications as the critical factor

in his future development. It is only in the very recent work of Field

(1977a, 1977b, 1979) and Brown and Bakeman ( 1977, in press) that the

preterm infant has been placed in the context of a mother -infant dyad and

that the impact of the special characteristics of the preterm infant on the

resulting interaction with the mother has begun to be clarified. The pres-

ent research is aimed at increasing this understanding of the preterm

infant as an interactive partner in the mother -infant dyad.

The survival rate for preterm infants of very low birth weight has

1
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increased dramatically over the past two decades. Studies of surviving

preterm infants during the 1960's and earlier indicate a corresponding

high incidence of neurological behavior and learning disorders encountered

by these very immature infants (Caputo & Mandell, 1970; Davies k Tizard,

1975; de Hirsch, 1965; Drillien, 1964; Knobloch, Rider, Harper, &

Pasamanick, 1956; Wiener, Rider, Oppel, Fischer, h Harper, 1965;

Wiener, Rider, Oppel, Sz Harper, 1968), Currently, though, premature

infants are viewed as a heterogeneous group in which developmental

impairment is not an inevitable result (Drillien, 1973; Dweck, Saxon,

Benton, & Cassady, 1973; Kopp 8z Parmelee, 1979). Although a number

of investigators have studied the association between selected perinatal

variables and subsequent development, these perinatal variables have not

been strong predictors of the quality of developmental outcome {Parmelee,

Kopp, Sz Sigman, 1976), Parmelee et al, (1976) suggest two reasons for

this lack of predictive value. First, many prenatal, pregnancy, or peri-

natal risk events result in transient brain damage rather than permanent

brain injury. Secondly, environmental factors may have a stronger

influence on behavioral outcome in some instances than these early bio-

logical events. Thus it would appear that not only should the impact of

perinatal complications be considered, but the interaction of the infant

with his environment also needs to be studied. Sameroff and Chandler

(1975) hypothesize a "continuum of caretaking casualty" to describe the

range of deviant outcomes which could be attributed to poor social
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environmental conditions and could amplify the effects of perinatal com-

plications o

The need to assess environmental factors in the development of the

very low birth weight infant is further underscored by the repeated find-

ings that premature infants as a group are at greater risk for parental

abuse than their full -term counterparts (Elmer &i Gregg, 1967; Klein &

Stein, 1971; Lubchenco, 1976; Schmidt & Kempe, 1975), Three explana-

tions for this high incidence of child abuse in premature infants have been

proposed. Gunter (1963) suggested that mothers with emotional problems

have a greater incidence of premature births and that stress resulting

from the premature birth experience can compound emotional difficulties

of the parent leading to disturbed parent -infant interaction, Kempe and

Kempe (1978) also suggested that the birth of a premature baby adds dis-

proportionately to the burdens of parenting and may exhaust the resources

of a potentially abusive parent. Parents of prematurely born infants also

appear to initially be low in self-confidence, affecting their subsequent

caretaking abilities (Divitto & Goldberg, 1979; Seashore, Leifer, Barnett,

& Liedesman, 1971),

A second explanation proposes that the lack of intimate mother

-

infant contact after birth and for a number of weeks or months following

birth may inhibit the formation of a secure bond between the mother and

infant. The inadequate formation of this bond may later be reflected in

parenting disorders (Fanaroff, Kennell, & Klaus, 1972; Klaus & Kennell,





1970, 1976), The separation and fear of creating a bond with a child who

may not survive, all added to the expense and worry of caring for a child

who seems fragile and remote, may effectively create emotional barriers

for the new parents (Kempe et aU , 1978)

»

A third explanation stresses the effect of specific problematic

behaviors of the preterm infant on the parent. Brown and Bakeman (in

press) suggest that premature infants are "less rewarding and more diffi-

cult to care for" and that such characteristics of the infant may contribute

to a pattern of parental abuse, Frodi, Lamb, Leavitt, Donovan, Neff,

and Sherry (1978) found that the physical appearance and crying behavior

of preterm infants as compared to full -term infants were more aversive

and disquieting to adults upon their first exposure to the infant. The

actual capacities of the premature infant to "attract, " respond to, and

interact with his adult partner, however, remain little understood.

It is apparent that many factors may contribute to poor parenting of

premature infants. These factors include variables that distinguish

mothers of preterm infants as a group, variables that distinguish the pre-

term delivery and care experience, and variables that distinguish the

preterm infants themselves from their full-term counterparts. The focus

of this study is to understand further how the premature infant may differ

in behavior from the full -term infant in ways that might affect his care-

taker and their ensuing social interaction.

In order to pursue the impact of each partner on the ensuing
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interactions, the underlying dynamics of a dyadic interaction must be

understoodo Recent research on the interaction of full -term infants and

their mothers has employed an interactive model in which both the infant

and the mother, even though they are each on opposite ends of the develop-

mental spectrum, are expected to contribute to the resulting interaction.

Each member of the dyad is thought to develop specific and unique patterns

of interaction consisting of mutually contingent behaviors, Thoman (1974)

has proposed the general rule that the earliest organization of the mother

-

infant dyad occurs as a function of the capacities of each member: the

infant's capacities for indicating its status, signalling its needs and

responding to maternal interventions; and the mother's ability to perceive

cues provided by her infant and to respond appropriately to these cues.

To the extent that the mother and infant are mutually responsive, their

interactions should develop in such a way as to facilitate the infant's

development (Schaffer, 1977),

Infant developmental outcome appears to be affected by a number of

variables of dyadic interaction. Variables dealing with the mother's

responsiveness to her infant, such as her response to the infant's cues

(Yarrow, Goodwin, Manheimer, ^ Milowe, 1973), contingency of response

to distress (Yarrow, Rubenstein, Pederson, & Jartkowski, 1972), sensitiv-

ity to infant signals (Ainsworth Si Bell, 1975), and individualization of

response (Yarrow, 1964), are associated with the infant's developmental

outcome. Variables associated with the pattern of interaction itself may





have impact on the child's later interactive style and on behavioral

characteristics exhibited by the child, as suggested by Thoman and her

associates' work with single and multiple child families (Thoman, 197 5;

Thoman, Barnett, & Leiderman, 1971; Thoman, Barnett, Leiderman, &:

Turner, 1970; Thoman, Leiderman, Si Olson, 1972), Variables which

affect the child's early language also appear to rest in the early mother

-

infant interactive styles (Kennell, Jerauld, Wolfe, Chesler, Kreger,

McAlpine, Steffa, & Klaus, 1974; Leifer, Leiderman, Barnett, &

Williams, 1972), Beckwith and Cohen (1978) even found the recovery

process in a population of infants at risk to be strongly influenced by the

caregiver -infant relationship. Variables dealing with the infant's own

capacity for interaction also appear to be related to later developmental

outcome including the "readability" of the infant's signals (Goldberg, 1977)

and the infant's contingent responsiveness (Field, 1977a),

One proposed function of early mother -infant interaction is the

infant's attainment of the "concept of dialogue" (Schaffer, 1977), The

concept of dialogue, involving notions of reciprocity and intentionality in

nonverbal dyadic communication, may be an important framework for

later verbal communication. This dialogue between mother and infant

has also been thought to shape later attentional skills (e.g,, duration and

focus of attention) (Brazelton, Tronick, Adamson, Als, & Weise, 1975) and

social motivations (Papousek &: Papousek, 1977) as well as later verbal

communication (Bruner, 1977), Thus, the form of early mother -infant
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interaction appears to be important in the development of cognitive abili-

ties and social skills. Such a speculation is clearly stated by Beckwith,

Cohen, Kopp, Parmelee, and Marcy ( 1 976):

The importance of reciprocal social transaction is emphasized by
the fact that although they occur only in a small part of the time, they
appear to underlie competencies in most infant tests. That finding

can be interpreted along several dimensions. Affective and cognitive

behaviors are clearly related. It is likely that an active, responsive
infant elicits greater social interaction with the caregiver. Thus,
the finding portrays an effect of the infant as well as the caregiver.
Finally, if reciprocal social transactions increase the infant's expec-
tancies as to his/her own effectiveness, as has been postulated

(Ainsworth &i Bell, 1973; Lewis k Goldberg, 1969), then enhanced
effectance motivation increases exploration and mastery of the

environment. In turn, these explorations lead to competencies in the

basic nonverbal underpinnings of knowledge, including awareness of

objects and their relationships to space, time, causality and means

-

ends relationships, (p, 581)

The actual form of the interactions that develop between preterm

infants and their mothers has recently been examined. Field (1977a) con-

trasted the interaction patterns of preterm infant -mother dyads to full-

term infant-mother dyads at 4 months' post -discharge from the hospital

and found that the preterm dyads had very different interaction patterns.

The preterm dyads seemed less able to establish and maintain mutual

responsiveness. In spontaneous interactions the mother of the preterm

infant tended to be much more active than the full -term mother, and the

preterm infant was much less responsive in terms of attention than the

full -term infant. This produces a picture of a mother whose spontaneous

activity level is very high and an infant who shows little responsiveness to

this level of maternal activity. Field also tested the malleability of the
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infant's responsiveness by manipulating the level of maternal stimulation.

She found that the infant could increase its responsiveness (in the form of

enface gazing) when the mother decreased her activity level (as indicated

in the imitation situation). By getting the mothers of the preterm infants

to slow their pace of stimulation to the infant's pace by imitating the

infant, the infant was able to attend his mother's activities more often.

The reverse was true when the mother increased her activity (as in the

attention -getting situation). With increased maternal activity, the infant

attended less to her activities (Figure 1 illustrates these results). Thus

it would appear that preterm infants do show a different pattern of inter-

action with their mothers after 4 months at home, but this pattern of inter-

action can be influenced by manipulation of maternal activity level,

A pattern of heightened maternal stimulation and decreased infant

responsiveness has been repeatedly reported for preterm infant -mother

dyads observed between 1 and 8 months after the infant's discharge from

the hospital (Brown & Bakeman, 1977, in press; Crawford, 1977; Quinn &

Goldberg, 1977), Thus it appears that mothers of preterm infants use

heightened levels of stimulation in a face-to-face interactive situation with

their infant even though (or with the result that) their infant responds

much les s 0

The pattern of interaction found for premature infant-mother dyad

corresponds well to patterns labeled "interactive disturbances," Inter-

active disturbances have been characterized as interactions with
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Figure 1. Inverse relationship between maternal activity and
infant gaze in the full -term and premature groups during attention

getting, spontaneous, and imitation interaction situations as observed
by Field (1977a).
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observable noncontingent responses on the part of either or both members

of the dyad. These disturbances are frequently characterized by infant

gaze aversion and maternal overstimulation (Brazelton, Koslowski, &;

Main, 1974; Greenburg, 1971; Stern, 1974; Thoman, 1975) as is observed

in the preterm-infant/mother dyad« Infant gaze appears to function for

most dyads as a signal for the mother to interact and gaze aversion as a

signal to terminate interaction, "Optimal" interaction occurs when a

mother matches her active stimulation to her infant's gaze (Brazelton et al,

1974; Collis, 1977; Fogel, 1977; Newson, 1977; Stern, 1974; Trevarthen,

1974). This "optimal" pattern of early interaction is speculatively linked

to "optimal" later development.

The interactive model, however, does not place all the burden on

the mother for achieving optimal interaction as Field's (1977a) results

might suggest. The infant must have the ability to respond with certain

behaviors himself, A competent newborn may be viewed as one who

sucks and roots efficiently, alerts to stimulation effectively, modulates

states of arousal, and cries loudly when uncomfortable. This competent

newborn must be efficient in his specific caretaking environment in elicit-

ing appropriate care and attention. The newborn must have the capacity

to respond to the stimulation of its mother with orienting activities, stimu-

late her and give her information about his needs and capacities. His

signals must be both readable and contingent with her activities, just as

she must be able to respond appropriately and smoothly (Blauvelt &
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McKenna, 1959; Goldberg, 1977; Thoman, 1975), Moss and Robson (1968)

observed the revealing phenomenon that at around 4-5 weeks of age the

infant initiated roughly four out of five interactions with a caretaker.

Brown and Bakeman (in press) have also reported that, in most inter-

actions, the infant appears to be the initiator of most of the dyadic inter-

actions. (Lewis and Rosenblum, 1974, review numerous studies of the

capabilities of the infant in The Effect of the Infant on the Caregiver ,)

Abnormal behaviors or "rejecting" behaviors on the part of the

infant have been shown to have a disruptive effect on the parent -infant

interaction (Brazelton, Young, & GuUowa, 1971; Kogan &z Winberger,

1969; Milowe & Lourie, 1964; Morse & Sahler, 1970; Moss, 1967; Prechtl,

1963; Stott, 1962; Thoman, 1975), Thoman (1975), for example, observed

relationships in which some infants from birth lacked the cyclical attend-

ing patterns of other infants. These infants did not respond to the mother

in a manner allowing her to establish any kind of interactive dialogue.

This suggests that the infant's congenital patterns of response are critical

elements in the formation of early interaction,

A picture has begun to emerge of how premature infants differ from

full -term infants. The pattern of decreased responsiveness in preterm

infants both during their hospital stay and at time of discharge has been

documented several times (Brown & Bakeman, in press; Field, 1977a;

Lester, Emory, Hoffman, & Eitzman, 1976; Quinn & Goldberg, 1977),

Research utilizing the Brazelton Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale
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(Brazelton, 1973) with preterm and full-term infants at time of discharge

has indicated that preterm infants do significantly more poorly on items

requiring attention and orientation (Lester et al, , 1976) and receive poor

ratings on state modulation and interactive and motoric measures (Quinn

& Goldberg, 1977; Sostek, Quinn, S; Davitt, 1979) » The preterm infant

also cried less frequently and less robustly (Divitto &: Goldberg, 1979;

Field et al,, 1978; Sostek et al, , 1979), (The Brazelton Neonatal Behav-

ioral Assessment Scale documents behaviors of the infant which are

instrumental in his own organization and feedback process; Als, Lester,

& Brazelton, 1979. )

In the context of mother -infant feeding interactions, the preterm

infant is described as being less active, weaker motorically, having poor

head control, poor hand-to-mouth facility, less developed rooting and

sucking, weaker and fewer cries and startles, and more tremulousness

(Brown &; Bakeman, in press; Price, 1977; Quinn Goldberg, 1977),

These results indicate that the preterm infant does not emit readable

signals, nor is he well organized in his activities (Howard, Parmelee,

Kopp, & Littman, 1976). In some ways, however, the premature infant

seems to act in a more organized fashion, Sostek et aL (1979) report that

at discharge time a preterm infant is able to sustain alertness more

easily than a newborn full -term and respond with rapid movements.

These differences in the preterm infant's organizational abilities

are suggestive of poor neurologic maturation or poor development of
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integrating systems in preterm babies. The preterm has more dis-

organized responses despite seemingly organized levels of activity and

arousal equal or greater than those of the full -term. The preterm infant

appears not to have achieved integrated functioning of his autonomic,

motoric, and state regulating systems at the time of his discharge in the

manner that a newborn full -term infant has (Gorski, Davison, & Brazelton,

1979; Howard et al„
, 1976), Thus it appears that the parent of a pre-

mature infant brings home a very different kind of baby than does the

parent of a full -term infant.

It is clear that preterm infants are different from full -term infants

in what they bring to the mother -infant dyad. It has also been shown that

the resulting preterm infant -mother interaction is unique. What is not

clear is what the mother of the preterm infant might bring to this inter-

action.

Little is known about mothers of preterm infants as a group,

Gunter (1963) found that feelings of fear and inadequacy and nervousness

and anxiety were more predominant in mothers of premature infants. She

speculated that such responses may make mothers more "predisposed" to

prematurity, citing that physiological reasons for prematurity are evident

in only 50% of premature deliveries. Mothers of premature infants do

appear to have greater need for environmental support in order to interact

optimally with their infant (Blake, Stewart, &: Turcan, 197 5; Minde,

Trehub, Corter, Boukydis, Celhoffer, & Marton, 1978; Price, 1977), It
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is proposed that this anxiety and need for support by mothers of preterm

infants may be a factor contributing to the resultant pattern of over-

stimulation either as a form of overcompensation or inability to respond

on a very intimate level to the infant itself. It is as yet very unclear as to

the dynamics operating in this situation. Premature infants do appear

less able to compensate in a disorganizing and depriving environment

(Greenberg, 1971), but even in families where no gross pathology exists

these infants would present a challenge to any caregiver (Gorski et al, ,

1979),

Both the premature infant and his mother may possess character-

istics that have a potentially deleterious impact on their developing inter-

action. Interaction appears to thrive and develop as a consequence of the

synchrony of behaviors that each member of the dyad is able to utilize.

The early organization of the mother -infant system occurs as a function

of the infant's capacities for indicating its status, signalling its needs,

and responding to maternal ministrations; and the mother's ability to be

involved with her infant so that she can perceive and respond to her infant's

cues. To the extent that both members of the dyad are mutually and

appropriately responsive, the relationship should develop in such a way as

to facilitate the infant's development. Within the framework of an inter-

active model, the issue to be addressed in this study involves the identifi-

cation of the initial characteristics of the premature infant in the context

of the infant's contribution to the mother -infant relationship. It is
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speculated that the premature infant will exhibit a different pattern of

responsiveness to social interactions from the full -term infant at the time

they are both discharged into the mother's care.

The present technique for identifying the premature infant's pattern

of responsiveness differs from those of prior studies. Two techniques

have been used in prior research. The first technique involves the

administration of the Brazelton Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale by

a trained professional. The administration of this scale is designed to

elicit optimal performance of the infant to precise and defined tasks. The

items utilized would rarely, if ever, be observed by the mother and have

possibly only general, broad dimensional relevance to her own assessment

of her infant, (In an adaptation of the scale to be administered by mothers,

Field, Dempsey, Hallock, and Shuman, 1978, found that mothers and

professionals differed significantly in their assessment of the infant's

social interactive processes,)

The second technique involves direct observations of the infant and

mother in their earliest interactions (usually a feeding) in assessing

characteristics of premature infants. This technique automatically

includes the variance in the groups due to differences between mothers of

preterms and mothers of full -terms. The resultant information would

have to be viewed as differences in the dyad rather than the infant itself.

The current study assesses the differences in interactive character-

istics of premature and full -term infants in a standardized social situation
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designed to be typical of future mother -infant interactions. The same

female adult interacts with each infant, providing the infant with a stan-

dardized sequence of social stimulation (e,g,, looking at, stroking, and

talking to the infant) « The responses of both premature and full -term

infants is observed just prior to the infant's discharge from the hospital.

Among the differences examined between the full -term and premature

infants are the infant's motor responses, the infant's social signals and

their readability, the ability of the infant to modulate his physiologic state,

the infant's irritability levels, and his ability to orient to his social part-

nero The Brazelton Neonatal Behavioral Scale also was administered to

each infant in order to assess how performance on this widely used scale

relates to the performance during the assessment of the infant's responses

to social stimulation by the adult.





METHODOLOGY

Subjects

The subjects were 16 full -term and 16 premature infants from black,

low to middle socioeconomic status families. The premature infants were

recruited 48 hours after their birth. The full -term infants were recruited

6-12 hours after their birth and were selected on the basis of individual

matches of infant sex, maternal age, and maternal parity to a previously-

recruited premature infant. Thus the full -term group served as a matched

control group for the premature group. Both groups of infants were tested

several days prior to their discharge from the hospital.

Criteria for the premature group were:

lo gestational age at birth between 27,0 and 32,5 weeks as deter-

mined by the Dubowitz neurological and physical exam (Dubowitz, Dubo

-

witz, & Goldberg, 1970) administered by the attending physician. The

Dubowitz exam accurately predicts gestational age within 1 week (Hancock,

1973), Thus the infants' gestational ages probably varied between 26,0

and 33,5 weeks. This particular gestational age range was selected for

study due to its incorporation of neurologically intact, viable infants with

significant physiological growth differences from the full -term infant.

Traditionally, any gestational age of less than 37 weeks would classify an

infant as premature (World Health Assembly, 1961),

17
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2o appropriate growth for gestational age, AH infants' growth

measurements - -length, weight, and head circumference - -were plotted on

Colorado Intrauterine Growth Charts (Lubchenco, 1966). The charts are

normalized growth curves plotted on the base of 4, 700 subjects, AH

infants were between the 10th and 90th percentile of growth scores for

their gestational age (see Figure 2),

3. absence of significant malformation as determined by the attend-

ing physician. None of the infants included in the study had any form of

physical handicap.

4, absence of major neurological abnormalities at 48 hours of age

as determined by the attending physician. Symptoms of neurological dis-

order included asphyxia, seizures, or convulsions.

These four criteria selected preterm infants requiring hospitaliza-

tion of 3 to 15 weeks without any known anomaly that would directly pre-

clude normal growth and development.

Criteria for the full -term infants were:

1, a direct match in infant sex and race and maternal age and

parity to a previously recruited premature infant,

2, a gestational age of 38,0 to 42,0 weeks at birth as determined

by the Dubowitz exam,

3, absence of perinatal complications. All deliveries were spon-

taneous vaginal deliveries. Two mothers were administered pitocin, 3

mothers received demerol and phenergan, and the remaining 11 mothers
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received locaL pudendal or epidural anesthesia at delivery. As a group,

the mothers of the full -term infants were sedated only mildly. The

impact of the level of obstetric medication on the infants' behaviors will

be analyzed.

The resulting groups were composed of seven males and nine

females. Three of the seven males and seven of the nine females were

first borns. Maternal age ranged from 17 to 30 years of age in the pre-

mature group (mean = 21,6) and from 17 to 32 years of age (mean = 21,4)

in the full -term group. There were four twin sets in the premature

group. All full-terms were singletons.

Socioeconomic and family data are displayed in Table 1, Both

groups are comparable in the socioeconomic factors that may be asso-

ciated with health care and nutrition. Overall, the popxilation has a lower

level of education and income when compared to a national average, A

group such as the one studied here is more likely to suffer perinatal com-

plications, Pasamanick, Knobloch, and Lilienfeld (1956) found that the

proportion of perinatal complications increased from 5% in white upper

income levels to 15% in white low income levels to 51% among all non-

whites. The rate for incidence of premature births is 7% in a white popu-

lation and 16% in a black population (Elmer & Gregg, 1967),

The impact of prematurity on varying populations has also been

found to differ in severity. Infants born prematurely into low socio-

economic groups have been found to be more seriously affected by
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Table 1

Familial Data of Premature and Full -Term Groups

Premature group Full -term group

No, of No, of

cases Percent cases Percent

Maternal age

17-20 8 50 9 56

21-25 7 44 4 25

26-30 1 6 3 19

Marital status

Single 11 69 12 75

Married 5 31 4 25

Educational level

< High school 5 31 6 37

High school 9 56 8 50

> High school 2 13 2 13

a
Income level

No visible means of support 4 25 6 37

Low income 9 56 8 50

Middle income 3 19 2 13

Determined by highest income level of any household member.

Low income level includes: laborer, assembly line operator,

cook, cashier, truck driver, and sewing machine operator,

^Middle income: teachers, social worker, electrician, service

manager.
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physical, intellectual, and behavioral problems (Birch & Gussow, 1970;

Drillien, 1964; Illsley, 1966; McDonald, 1964; Warner, Bierman, &

French, 1971), Perinatal complications were found to be consistently

related to later physical and psychological development only when com-

bined with and supported by persistently poor environmental circumstances.

Thus it would appear that the sample described in this study is at high

risk for complications due to perinatal problems in combination with

adverse environmental circumstances.

Study Design

Three assessments were performed on each subject: two identical

assessments of the infant's social responsiveness and the Brazelton

Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale (Brazelton, 1973), The social

responsiveness assessments were designed to stimulate infant responses

in a standardized social handling situation. The behavioral outcome of

these two assessments was considered to be a measure of the infant's

early interactive capacities. The Brazelton scale, a standardized assess-

ment procedure designed to elicit the infant's "best" interactive perform-

ance, was used as a measure for comparison of outcome with the social

responsiveness assessments.

All assessments (social responsiveness sessions 1 and 2, and the

Brazelton scale) were performed in random order according to a preset

schedule so that each measure had an equal chance of being the first,

second, or third measure obtained. Each was administered in a dimly
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lit, quiet room with the temperature regulated between 76'' F and 80° F.

Each procedure was administered approximately 2 hours after feeding if

the baby was on a 4 -hour schedule, or 1 l/2 hours after feeding if on a

3 -hour schedule c This time in the feeding cycle is speculated to be an

optimal time for eliciting an alert state (Brazelton, 1973; Osofsky, 1976),

A full feeding cycle was allowed to elapse before the next procedure was

initiated. Procedures were spread over a range of 9 to 24 hours depend-

ing upon the availability of the infant.

For the full -term group, procedures were initiated in the infant's

second or third day of life, between 36 and 55 hours of age. The average

chronological age for the first session was 46 hours. The average gesta-

tional age was 40. 1 weeks.

In the preterm group, procedures were initiated 1 to 3 days prior

to discharge. The prematures ranged in chronological age from 26 to

106 days and from 35. 6 to 43 weeks gestational age at the time of their

sessions. The average chronological age was 54 days, and the average

gestational age was 38.6 weeks.

Procedures were implemented at discharge time for both groups in

order to get the closest assessment possible of the infants' capacities for

interaction before establishing any particular pattern of interaction with

their mothers. This is not to say that the infants had no experience with

interaction; even at 2 days of age, the infant has had a number of occasions

to interact. But as none of the infants were rooming-in, they had
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interacted with a great many different people (mothers, fathers, nurses,

doctors, and aides) with little opportunity to regulate or establish an inter

active pattern.

Procedures: Social Responsiveness
Assessment

The social responsiveness assessment was designed to elicit inter-

active behaviors from an infant during typical modes of social stimulation

(looking, touching and talking to the infant) o The objective was not to

optimize the infant's performance, merely to record his response under

standardized conditions. The assessment was repeated twice in order to

assess stability of response. These assessments were administered by

two separate adult females. The author conducted 75% of the sessions

(one assessment on all subjects and both assessments for half the sub-

jects). The second adult did one session for half the subjects. The order

of the procedures and designation of adult were conducted on a preset,

randomly assigned basis, A videotape was made of each session for data

retrieval purposes,

A summary of the procedure utilized in the social responsiveness

assessments follows. The assessments began with the infant placed in

the adult's lap in an open ventral, semi -upright position, (A preparation

period to alert the infant preceded all sessions.) Four different types of

stimulation were administered in a fixed order, each for a 90 -second

period during the assessment. This included visual stimulation (Looking),
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tactile stimulation (Touching), auditory stim.ulation (Talking), and conn-

bined tactile and auditory stimulation (Talk and Touch), The administra-

tion of these forms of stimulation follows:

lo Looking: for 90 seconds the adult watched the infant's face con

tinuously, "looming in" to the infant's visual field (about an 8 -inch dis-

tance) every 5 seconds for a 5 -second duration. The looming in was

alternated with 5 -second periods of withdrawing the adult's face from the

infant's focal distance.

2. Touching: for 90 seconds the adult watched the infant's face

continuously from a distance beyond 8 inches and stroked the infant's hea

hands, feet, or belly during every other 5 -second period,

3. Talking: for 90 seconds, watching the baby's face, the adult

talked softly to the infant every other 5 -second period, repeating such

things as: "Hello baby, how are you, come on, look up here at me,"

4. Talking and Touching: for 90 seconds, watching continuously,

the adult talked and touched simxiltaneously during alternate 5-second

periods

.

During the entire 6-minute session, the adult operated a foot pedal

activating a light that appeared on the videotape record to denote enface

gazing on the infant's part. The pedal was pressed whenever the adult

saw her reflection in the infant's eyes and remained depressed for the

duration of the infant's enface gazing.

All social responsiveness assessments were preceded by a
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preparation procedure which provided the infant with some exposure to

the new location and adult examiner and attempted to elicit an optimal

state of alertness in the infant prior to the social responsiveness assess-

ment. The procedure of the preparation period followed a prescribed

order:

1. The infant was rolled into the experimental room in his crib,

and the crib was placed in front of the camera,

2. The infant was filmed, undisturbed, for a 2 -minute period,

3. The adult then began to follow the looking, touching, talking,

and talking and touching procedures utilized in the social responsiveness

assessment while the infant was still in the crib. Each stimulation con-

dition lasted only 60 seconds

»

4. The experimenter then picked up the infant and placed him/her

in her lap. At this time the experimenter attempted to achieve maximum

alertness in the infant either through comforting or awakening the infant.

This period of comforting or awakening the infant could last for a maxi-

mum of 6 minutes after which time the infant was either given a pacifier

(if still fussing) or left sleeping in the experimenter's lap (if asleep). The

social responsiveness assessment was begun immediately upon the

infant's becoming alert (for 15 seconds) or at the end of 6 minutes, which-

ever came first. The comforting and awakening procedures are described

in Appendix A,

!
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Procedures: Brazelton Neonatal Behavioral
Assessment Scale (BNBAS)

The BNBAS, developed by Brazelton (1973) for full-term infants, is

an assessment of the infant's behavioral response to external stimulation.

It contains components of a neurological evaluation, Brazelton (1978)

described the development of the scale as an

effort to evaluate and record the individual behaviors with which the

neonate "captures" his world , , , conceptualized as an interaction

between the neonate and examiner as well as between the psycho-
logical demands of early infancy which contain the neonate's respon-
sive capacity, (p. 3)

The BNBAS was chosen for comparison purposes (to be compared to infant

behavior patterns elicited in the Social Responsiveness Measure) as it is

currently the most widely used standardized measure of the neonate's

behavioral and interactive capacities (see Sameroff, 1978, for a review

of studies utilizing the BNBAS). It has as one of its primary aims the

assessment of the infant's initial contribution to interaction (also the pri-

mary aim of the social responsiveness measure).

Administration of the exam required approximately 30 to 45 minutes.

The administration of the exam is detailed by Brazelton (1973), and the

adults administering the BNBAS were certified in the proper administra-

tion procedures. The exam essentially consists of two components, an

assessment of neurological intactness and an assessment of interactive

capacity. Neurological intactness is assessed by the elicitation and

observation of 20 reflexive behaviors scored according to their normalcy.

The infant's interactive capacity is assessed on 27 behavioral items
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scored on a prescribed 9 -point scale (usually a dimension of severity of

response (Appendix B lists these 47 items).

Immediately following the administration of the exam, each of the

items was scored according to definitions given by Brazelton (1973), All

exams were administered by the main experimenter « One fourth of the

exams were also observed and scored by a second certified examiner in

order to determine the level of trained observer agreement.

Response Measures: Social

Responsiveness Assessment

The primary response measures desired from the social responsive

ness assessment were measures of infant motor activity, signals emitted

by the infant, the infant's irritability level and need for pacification, the

infant's state modulation, and the infant's ability to engage in enface gaz-

ing with his partner.

Videotapes of each of the social responsiveness sessions were

analyzed for specific behaviors according to two data collection techniques

The first technique involved a 5 -second time and event sampling of the

following behaviors (see Appendix B for definitions of behavior codes):

1, Startle

2o Jerk-startle

3. Jerk
4. Large movement
5. Small movement
6o Tremble
7. Hand-to-mouth
8, Hand over face

9o Signal

10. Yawn
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llo Smile
12o Vocalize
13, Spit -up

14, Accept pacifier

15, Lose pacifier

16, No movement

The frequency and/or duration of each of these behaviors was summed

across the 90 -second period of each of the four conditions (Look, Touch,

Talk, and Talk and Touch),

These behaviors were selected for coding in order to describe the

following aspects of infant behavior:

1, State maintenance and transition to assess the stability of the

infant's control and physiologic organization,

2, The availability of the infant to stimulation by determination of

an alert, receptive response in the infant,

3, The infant's behaviors as elicited by the experimenter's activi-

ties,

4, The infant's movements indicating his smoothness and rhyth-

micity

,

5, The infant's irritability as indicated by fussing and crying at

different experimenter activities,

6o The nature of interpretable "signals" emitted by the infant,

A continuous event recording technique was also employed, using

an Esterline Angus event recorder. Events recorded on the Esterline

Angus included:

1, Light on. This was the light signal indicating that the baby

was engaged in enface visual regard with the adult,

2. Fuss/Cry. This was recorded whenever rhythmac bursts (two

or more) of fussing or crying were heard.
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The author coded the videotapes for all subjects. To assess inter-

coder agreement, a second observer coded 16 of the 64 videotapes (25%),

This sample of tapes was randomly selected from all the available tapes.

The author was "blind" to the tapes selected by the second observer,

Interobserver agreement of behaviors coded was calculated by two

different methods. The first method of calculation is appropriate in

assessing intercoder agreement of the frequency of coding each specific

behavior. This calculation was computed by dividing the number of

specific behaviors coded by the first observer by the number of the same

behaviors coded by the second observer for a single subject and a single

condition. This method of calculating interobserver agreement gave an

overall mean agreement level of 85% and a median level of 100%, This is

the level of interobserver agreement determined for all measures

analyzed by their frequency of occurrence,

A second method for computing interobserver agreement was

employed in order to consider the rate of co-occurrence of specific

behavior codes within a 5-second period. This is a more conservative

estimate of agreement as it takes into consideration not only the frequency

of a behavior code, but the exact period in which the code was scored.

The formula used in this calculation is:

The number of interobserver agreements per 5 -second period

divided by the number of disagreements per 5-second

period plus the number of agreements per 5-second period.

The overall mean agreement level using this more conservative formula
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was 83% with a median level of 100%, This is the agreement level deter-

mined for the analysis of the co-occurrence of specific behaviors.

An analysis of variance indicated that there were no significant dif-

ferences between the levels of agreement achieved for the different groups

(premature vs „ full -term) or different conditions (Look, Touch, Talk,

Talk and Touch) in which the behaviors were coded.

Table 2 presents the level of interobserver agreement calculated

for each individual behavior according to both methods of observer agree-

ment calculation. Due to low observer agreement levels and infrequent

occurrences, certain behaviors were omitted from further consideration

or treated as interchangeable and combined if based on similar scoring

criteria. The behavior codes that were combined were Startle, Jerk, and

Startle-Jerk into a new code, "Jerky Movements, " as they were all vary-

ing intensities of a rapid, uneven, fairly dramatic level of behavior.

Large movement and small movement codes were combined to create the

new code, "Smooth Movements, " as these two codes were varying inten-

sities of smooth, rhythmic forms of nonextended movement.

The behaviors that were dropped from the analysis include: Tremble

(high occurrence rate but poor reliability; one observer consistently

scored more of these); Hand-to-mouth (moderate occurrence, poor reli-

ability, although it was merged with pacifier use in the co-occurrence

analysis to indicate a pacified condition; its observer agreement combined

with pacifier use would be 82%); Hand-on-face (low occurrence - -6 times--
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Table 2

>—' O X V w X greement by Individual Behaviors

Mean Median

Behaviors Ag/Ag+DiS 01/02 A /a I
•Ag/Ag+Dis 01/02

1, Startle 0 7 2 , 72 1 , 0 1,0

2o Jerk Startle ,76 , 80 89 1,0

3, Jerk , 77 .11 1,0 1,0
c

Jerky Movements ,87 , 90 1,0 1,0

4, Large Moveinent , ^ i , 73 1, 0 1 , 0

5o Small Movement , 88 ,91 1,0 1,0

Smooth Movements ^ ,86 , 94 1 , 0 1,0

6. Tremble® , 79 ,79 0 9 1 1,0

Hand to Mouth® , 75 , 78 , 67 ,83

8o Hand on Face® . 55 , 55 ,43 .43

9o Signal ,85 ,89 1,0 1.0

10. Yawn ,71 .71 1,0 1.0

11. Spit -up no occurrences
12. Smile-^ no occurrences
13o Vocalize ,75 ,75 1.0 1,0

14o Accept Pacifier , 80 ,96 1,0 1,0

15, Lose Pacifier ,92 . 95 1,0 1,0

16, No Movement ,94 ,94 1,0 1,0

Observer agreement calculated on:

number of agreements per 5-sec. periods

number of disagreements + number of agreements each per 5 sec,

b
Observer agreement calculated on:

Observer I's behaviors rated across conditions

Observer 2's behaviors rated across conditions

New observer agreement for Startle, Startle -Jerk and Jerk viewed
as same behavior: Jerky Movements,

ew observer agreement for Large and Small Movements viewed as

same behavior: Smooth Movements,

g
Behaviors dropped from analyses due to poor observer agreement.

f
Behaviors dropped from analyses due to infrequent occurrence

resulting in poor agreement.
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poor reliability); Yawn (low occurrence - -9 times --poor reliability);

Spit-up (no occurrences); Smile (no occurrences); Vocalize (low occur-

rence--3 times --poor reliability).

The resulting categories of behaviors were:

lo Jerky movements
2, Smooth movements
3. Signals

4o Pacifier use

5o No movements

Observer agreement was calculated from the event records of time

for gazing (light on) and fuss/cry. Agreement was considered a simul-

taneous match on each 0o5-second marker, (This is a continuous

recorder with time delineated by 0. 5-second markers,) The agreement

for gaze (light on) was 98%, The errors here are most likely due to

observer reaction time since the event was discrete and unambiguous.

The observer agreement rate for fuss/cry was 93%o The discrepancies

all involved the estimate of the duration of a period of fuss/cry. From

this method of data collection, the following codes were added to the

analyses:

1, Enface gazing (in seconds)

2, Fuss/cry (in seconds)

Nine response measures were used to capture the infant's behavior

during the social responsiveness sessions. Seven of these response mea-

sures are based upon the specific behaviors coded from the tapes (pre-

viously discussed); and the response measures consist of either the
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frequency or duration of these behaviors. These seven measures are:

1, Jerky movements
2o Smooth movements
3„ No movements
4, Enface gazing

5, Cry/fuss
6, Signals

7 o Pacifier use

The two remaining measures, Availability and State Transitions , were

derived from combinations of the seven specific behaviors.

The response measure State Transition was formed by using the

behavior codes to designate the infant's state of arousal for a 15-second

time span (across three 5-second periods). Then the number of state

changes that occurred from one 15-second state rotation to the next was

determined. Across one 90-second condition (e,go, Look) there could be

six possible different states coded.

Definitions for eight possible states of arousal were created accord

ing to the state classification system developed by Wolf (1966) with the

addition of one extra state classification (irritable state). These eight

states include:

1, Regular sleep: Little or no diffuse motor activity, eyes firmly

closed, respirations are regular, motor activity is smooth

Z, Quiet nonalert: Never totally immobile with face and mouth
movements, very occasional body movement, eyes closed.

3, Active nonalert: Motor activity varies from smooth to active

with jerks and writhing, pouts, grunts, sucking included,

4, Drowsy: Not very active, eyes open and close briefly, sounds

are common.
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5. Quiet alert: Motor activity quiet and smooth, eyes are open,
maybe grunting,

60 Active alert ; Motor activity is diffuse and in irregular spurts.

There is grunting, eyes are open.

7, Irritable : Period of brief spurts of activity and fussing, not

sustained,

8, Crying; Fussing/crying is of a long duration with irregular
activity.

Appendix C describes the coding system developed to label the state

during each 15-second period using the seven behavior codes obtained

from the video analysis.

Table 3 illustrates the distribution of state classifications over 768

15-second periods. The eight states were further subdivided into three

broad groups: accessibility to social interaction, inaccessibility to inter-

action, and fussy. Accessibility is defined by whether or not the infant is

in a state in which sustained face-to-face gazing is a possibility. This

table illustrates that, across groups, all infants were accessible to social

interaction only one -third of the total time (35%) according to their state

classification. Preterm infants were more accessible than full-term

infants (42% as contrasted to 35%) according to these state classifications.

The response measure State Transitions was defined as the number

of times an infant would switch states (was reclassified as to state) from

15-second period to 15-second period across the entire assessment. This

figure was derived to determine the stability of state behaviors for the

infants

,
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The ninth and final response measure, Availability , was defined as

the number of 15 -second periods (the length of each notation of infant

state) with indications of positive infant response to adult activities (e,g,,

gazing, no fussing, quiet or active alertness, and use of pacifier only to

enhance alertness).

These nine response measures constitute the dependent measures

for each of the analyses reported in the results section. The questions

addressed concerning these nine dependent measures included:

1, How stable were these measures from the first social respon-
siveness session to the second session?

2, Were there differences between the two groups of infants (pre-

mature and full -term) on these nine measures?
I

3, Were there any significant trends in these measures across the
j

four conditions (Look, Touch, Talk, Talk and Touch) of the
|

social responsiveness session?
j

j

4o Did any of these nine measures co-occur in regular predictable
j

clusters and, if so, are there any group differences?
I

Subsidiary analyses were conducted to test for the main effects of !

!

infant sex on the measures: the effect of postnatal complications, maternal
j

visitation patterns and twin or single deliveries in the premature group
|

and the effect of obstetric medication in the full -term group,
j

Any differential effect of the two female adults on the occurrence of
i

i

the nine measures was assessed by a multivariate analysis of variance.

There was neither a significant main effect for adult, F (9, 20) = 1.99,

p < ,10, or an adult x group interaction, F (9, 20) = 1 , 19, p < , 35, (It is

the author's belief and that of others involved with the study that the
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styles of the two different adults were very diverse in handling the infants

»

One adult appeared to be more active and deft in her handling of the

infants, while the other was more cautious and tentative in her manner of

handling these infants. Despite such differences in manner of handling,

no significant differences in the infants' responses with the two adults

were found.

)

The preparation periods were designed to allow the infant some

exposure time to the new location and examiner and to attempt to elicit

an optimal state of alertness in the infant for the experimental procedure

to foUoWo Data from the preparation period were not analyzed in as great

a detail as the social responsiveness session although some measures are

analyzed for group differences. Four response measures were assessed

during the preparation period. These included state classifications,

movements, pacifier use, and episodes of fuss/cry. Possible state clas-

sifications included:

Alert: Eyes open, with movement
Sleep: Eyes closed, little movement
Crying: Episodes of fuss/cry

The predominant state for the period was noted. Movements were

described as continuous or sporadic. Pacifier use was noted if it ever

occurred, and duration of fuss/cry was recorded with a stopwatch.

The 6-minute period in which the experimenter either comforted

or awakened the infant was analyzed for: (a) pacifier use; (b) any period

of successful alerting of 15 seconds or more; (c) v/hether or not the infant
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was alert at the end of the preparation period; and (d) use of the full 6

minutes either to sooth or awaken the infant. Percentages of all infants

exhibiting each of these measures were computed. The exact amount of

time each infant required to come to an alert state was also recorded.

All of these measures will be analyzed for any group (premature vs , full

-

term) differences in order to test any differential effect the preparation

period may have had on each group.

Response Measures: Brazelton Neonatal

Behavioral Assessment Scale (BNBAS)

The scores on the 20 reflexive items and 27 behavioral items were

analyzed according to the a priori creation of dimensions of infant compe-

tence described by Als et al, (1977). These dimensions include:

1, Interactive capacities: A measure of the infant's orientation,

alertness, cuddliness, and consolability

,

2, Motoric processes: A measure of the infant's activity, reflexive

behaviors, tone, motor maturity, and specific motor actions,

3, Organization processes: State control: A measure of the infant's

states, habituation capacity, peak of excitement, and lability

or depressiveness

,

4, Organization processes: Response to stress: A measure of the

infant's tremulousness, skin color, and startle activity.

The scoring technique used to derive these dimensions is a modifi-

cation of the technique proposed by Als et al, (1977) modified by Sameroff,

Krafchuk, and Bakow (1978), The original 3 -point scale (1 = optimal; 2 =

average; 3 = worrisome) is expanded into a 5-point scale by defining two
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possible mid-range scores (1 = optimal; 2 = high average; 3 = average;

4 = low average; 5 = worrisome). The distributions produced by the

expanded scale resemble those described by Als (1978), The 5-point

scale was used in the current study as it provides a broader description

of variability in each individual infant's scores within each dimension.

All dimensions are represented by the 5-point scale except for dimension

IV, Organization processes: Response to stress. This particular dimen-

sion required a 2 -point (positive or negative) score in the original scoring

system (Als et al, , 1977) and uses a 3 -point score in the current analysis

(1 = positive; 2 = neutral; 3 = negative).

The overall score received by each infant according to this method

will be analyzed for group (premature vs. full -term) differences. This

overall score, indicating the infant's performance on the BNBAS, will

also be correlated to the Availability measure received in the social

responsiveness sessions to test the relatedness of interactive perform-

ance of the infant according to two diverse methodologies.

The basic differences in what is measured by the BNBAS and the

social responsiveness session are that the BNBAS includes a neurologic

exam of testing elicited reflex actions, elicited motor maturity items

(i.e,, infant's ability to pull -to -sitting position, respond defensively to

partial occlusion of the eyes and nose), and a notation of the infant's skin

color. It is speculated by the author that these are items that your typical

adult partner in infant interaction would either rarely encounter or rarely
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note if observed. Therefore, these items should enter into a discussion

of the infant's interactive capacity only if the neurological items indicate

an abnormality not evident in other of the infant's behaviors. Twenty-

three of the BNBAS items (excluding items 12, 13, 15, and 23 on Appen-

dix D) would appear to have direct applicability to the infant's responses

in the social responsiveness sessions. Thus it was predicted that the

two measures should be significantly correlated.

The relatedness of the measure Availability to the overall score of

the infant on the BNBAS was determined. Availability was chosen for

comparison purposes because it was a comprehensive measure of the

infant's interactive response to the social responsiveness session. This

measure was correlated to the overall outcome on the BNBAS,

Assessment of Additional Variables

In order to assess the impact of hospitalization for both groups on

the social responsiveness sessions, a number of variables were recorded.

After discharge of each premature infant, the following information was

recorded from the medical records of each infant,

1, Postnatal factors score (Littman &; Parmelee, unpublished docu-

ment). The Littman and Parmelee Manual for Postnatal Factors was

used to obtain a measure of the extent of postnatal complications experi-

enced by an infant during hospitalization. The manual outlines a technique

of scoring items reflecting increased risk of mortality and morbidity for

the infant. These items include respiratory factors, infections.
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metabolic disturbances, convulsions, hyperbilirubinemia, surgical pro-

cedures, and care factors (refer to Appendix E for the Postnatal Factors

Scoring Sheet)

,

The scale was standardized on 40 preterm infants of less than 33

weeks gestational age at birth after 1 month in the hospital and provides a

mean score and standard deviation for comparison purposes to other simi-

lar populations o The authors have speculated on its predictive value in

predicting later developmental status (Littman, 1979; Littman & Parmelee,

1977; Parmelee, Kopp, & Sigman, 1976), This scale was utilized in the

current study for two purposes: first, to compare the level of postnatal

complication observed in this study group with the population tested by

Littman and Parmelee (unpublished document), in order to assess the

comparability of risk factors for two independently defined premature

populations; second, to determine the relationship of the level of post-

natal complications to the nine measures observed with each infant.

Zo Maternal visitation patterns. Each daily visit the mother or an

immediate family member made to the infant in the intensive care

nursery was recorded, A score reflecting differences in the frequency of

visitation was constructed by dividing the number of days with visits by

the number of days the infant remained in the nursery. This score was

obtained because of findings showing that the amount of maternal handling

affects infant behavior while in the hospital (Minde, Trehub, Cortes,

Boukydis, Celhoffer, & Morton, 1978; Rice, 1977), The effect of this



i
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visitation score on the measures of Gaze and Availability will be assessed

as these are the types of behavior predicted by the research literature

to be most affected by the extra handling and stimulation the mothers

would provide o

3o Twin or single birth. It was noted whether the premature

infants had been a product of a twin or single delivery. This was

recorded due to a suspicion that the problems of premature birth and

delivery may differ within these populations due to suspected causes of

prematurity. This was recorded in order to determine any effects twin

or single birth might have on the infants' behaviors, (Eight of the pre-

mature infants were single deliveries and eight were twin deliveries,)

4. Obstetric medication. The level of maternal obstetric medica-

tion was recorded for the full -term infants. Although the impact of

obstetric medication on infant behaviors remains unclear (Brackbill,

1979), the impact of differing levels of medication on the nine measures

of infant behavior will be assessed, A division of obstetric medication

levels into groups was devised for the analysis. Three groups of medica-

tion were formed:

Group 1, Category 1: Pitocin administration. Pitocin is admini-

stered through an intravenous route to induce labor (N = 2), Category 2:

Demerol and Phenergan administration. These drugs are administered
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through an intravenous route for sedation purposes (N = 3; total N = 5) ,

^

Group 2: Epidural blocko This is an anesthetic introduced into

the cerebrospinal fluid (N = 5)o

Group 3 : Local anesthesia and no medications o A local anesthesia

involves the introduction of a local anesthetic either in the vicinity of the

pudendal nerve or into the tissues just beneath the skin for either a

regional or local nunribing effect {N = 6)o

The effect of group of medication will be analyzed for each of the

nine response measures,

'''These two categories are not similar in their medicative value.

The chances of the medication effects crossing the placental barrier are

greatest with these medications

«





RESULTS

Social Responsiveness Assessment

Stability of response measures » The stability of each infant's

behaviors between the first responsiveness assessment and the second

was assessed by Pearson r correlation coefficients calculated for each of

the nine response measures both overall and for each group separately.

Table 4 presents the overall correlations obtained between the first and

second assessment for each of these measures and the correlations for

each infant group and the overall percent of variance in the scores for the

second assessment explained by the scores for the first assessment, A

conservative alpha level was utilized due to the multiple tests made.

Throughout the results the Bonferroni critical values formula (Harris,

1975) was used to adjust the critical values of whatever test statistic was

employed to reduce the probability of a Type I error when performing

multiple tests of significance. The formula divides the acceptable alpha

level (p < ,05) by the number of tests performed on a particular set of

data. The significant probability level used was p_ < ,0055 (_Z critical =

2,27) for the correlational analysis of interas s e s sment stability. None of

the overall correlations were significant, Enface Gaze and Smooth Move-

45
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Table 4

Interassessment Stability: Correlations Between First and
Second Assessment for Each Response Measure

Response measure

Overall

Pearson r

Overall

percent
variance

explained

T-^ T* Pm Pi fll T

group

Pearson r

group

Pearson r

Jerky Movements -,08 01% 16 , 28

Smooth Movements ,43- 18% ,21 ,
50*^:<

No Movements , 00 0% , 10 -,02

Enface Gaze .
47^;= 22% ,45- ,

50>;^^;'-

Cry/Fus s ,09 01% .03 . 26

Signals ,01 0% .04 ,06

State Transitions ,05 0% , 18 -,07

Availability , 30 09% . 24 0 38

Pacifier Use , 04 0% -,06 , 12

Closely approaches significance of p < ,0055,

Reaches significance level of p < ,0055,
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merits, however, approached the conservative levels of significance with

_Z scores of 2,73 and 2.50, respectively.

The second correlational analysis, testing the stability of the mea-

sures separately for each group (Premature and Full-term), indicated

that, for the full -term group, both Smooth Movements (r = ,50, p < , 005)

and Enface Gaze (r_ = , 50, p < , 005) were significantly correlated at the
i

corrected alpha level (refer to Table 4), There were no significant corre-

lations in the premature group. The full -term group thus displayed some

stability of behaviors across assessments while the premature group did
i

not. Overall, though, there was little stability of infant behaviors between

the first and second assessment for either group,

j

The possibility that either group of subjects might show consistent
j

differences in behavior between the two assessments was determined by
|

computing the differences in each response measure from the first to the !

i

second assessment for each group and employing a t test to test the

significance of these differences. The results indicate that there were no

significant differences. Neither group performed significantly differently

on any of the measures from the first assessm^ent to the second assessment.

j

The data used in the remaining analyses are the sums of each
j

response measure from both the first and second assessments. Although

|

the stability of individual response was negligible between the assess-
{

I

ments, there were no significant differences in the performances of the
j

I

groups from the first to the second assessment. This indicated that for
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analysis of group differences the data can be corabined without apparent

difficulty.

Comparison of premature and full -term groups o Comparisons were

made between the infant groups on three dimensions:

lo Group differences on the total scores on the nine response mea-
sures designed to assess infant behaviors during stimulation by
an adult,

2, Group differences in the ways in which the infant responses
varied according to the type of stimulation given by the adult,

3o Group differences in the patterns of co-occurrence of certain

behaviors in one 5-second period,

A multivariate analysis of variance (general linear model procedure)

assessed the main effect of group (premature vs „ full -term) on the nine

response measures. The overall test of the main effect was significant,

F (9, 22) = 7„01, p < ,001, Table 5 presents the means for each measure

and the probability value for the obtained difference in scores between the

groups for each measure. The premature group scored reliably higher in

Jerky Movements, Signals, and State Transitions; and the full -term group

received higher scores in Smooth Movements and No Movements, There

were no significant group differences in duration of Enface Gaze, Cry/Fuss,

Pacifier Use, or scores of Availability, There were also no group differ-

ences in the mean length of periods of Enface Gaze,

Multivariate and univariate analyses were repeated on all measures

except Availability and State Transitions as these measures were con-

structed from the other measures and therefore not totally independent in

their design. The results received on the other response measures
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Table 5

Group Difference in Mean Scores on Nine Response Measures

Response m.easure

Group means

Premature Full -term
Significance

level

lo Jerky Movements
(frequency)

2. Smooth Movements
(frequency)

3o No Movements
(frequency)

4o Enface Gaze
(nOo seconds)

5o Cry/Fuss
(no. seconds)

6o Signals

(frequency)

7, State Transitions

(frequency)

8. Availability

(frequency)

9o Pacifier Use
(nOo seconds)

23o41

26, 59

4, 03

61, 25

27, 34

28, 25

11, 69

8,44

80,81

8. 13

36, 94

13, 19

36,44

15, 28

10,05

9,47

6,09

76, 94

p < ,0001

p < ,0072

p < , 0055

n, s o

n, s

,

p < ,0001

p < ,0118

n. s

,

n, s

,
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remained essentially unchangedo The overall test for main effect of group

on the seven response measures again indicated a significant effect for

group, F (7, 24) = 8o81, p < oOOOlo

A test for any significant trends over all infants across the four con-

ditions of the social responsiveness sessions (Look, Touch, Talk, Talk and
i

i

Touch) was conducted to determine any differential levels of response

2
jaccording to experimenter activities. Multivariate t tests (Hottelling T

tests) were performed to test for overall linear, quadratic, and cubic

trends 0 The results indicate that both a linear and cubic trend are signifi- '

cant in response measures across the conditions for all infants (linear

T^ = 28o 26, p < o 05, df = 31; cubic T^^ = 95 . 54, p < , 0 1 , df = 31),

The interaction of group (Premature vs , Full -term) by cubic and
j

linear trends separately over repeated factors was computed. Group x
j

i

linear trend did not approach significance, F (9, 22) = 1,88, p < , 109,
\

and group x cubic trend did not approach significance, F (9, 22) = 1, 22, !

p < , 333. This indicates that there were no differential effects for group

on the trend analyses,
I

Multivariate t tests, tested against a mean of zero, were used to

|

calculate the significance of a linear or cubic trend for each of the nine I

measures across groups. This involved 18 _t_ tests so a corrected alpha

level of ,0014 was used to determine the significance level. Four of the

dependent measures demonstrated significant cubic trends: No Movements
j

(t = -3, 93, p < , 0004), Gaze (t = -4, 1 1, p < , 0003), Availability (t = -3,73, i
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p<,0008), and Signals = 3, 66, p<,0009)o No Movements and Pacifier

Use both approached significance for a linear trend, (Table 6 presents

the t scores and probability levels for all dependent measures analyzed

first for a linear trend and then for a cubic trend,)

The means of the dependent measures both over all infants and for

each separate group were plotted out in order to observe the directions

of the cubic trends for No Movements, Gaze, Availability, and Signals,

(Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 graphically present trends,) No Movement, Gaze,

and Availability all show an increase for the Look and Talk conditions and

a decrease for the Touch and Touch and Talk conditions. Signals, though,

shows a reverse trend with Touch and Talk and Touch conditions showing

more signals than the Look and Talk conditions. The mean scores for

each group across the conditions illustrates the corresponding trends for

both groups as well as the differences in magnitude of response.

The overall and group means of the remaining dependent measures

were plotted out across conditions although their trends did not reach

significant levels (Figures 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11), These results indicate

that Jerky Movements, Smooth Movements, and State Transitions all show

increases in the Touch and Talk and Touch conditions although the trends

do not quite reach the required level of significance. Pacifier Use shows

an increasing linear trend although it does not reach the required level of

significance. The trends were plotted despite their failure to reach signifi

cance separately due to the overall significance of the cubic and linear

trends

,





Table 6

Linear and Cubic Trend Analyses for All Nine Dependent
Measures Across Conditions

Measure T Probability

Linear trend

Jerky Movements 0,83 p < ,4150

Smooth Movements L40 £_ < , 1702

No Movements -2o99 p < , 0054

Gaze -L41 p < ,1691

Availability -2,01 p < ,0534

State Transitions Oo 62 p < , 5373

Cry/Fus s 0,92 £_ < , 3628

Signals -0, 94 p < ,3523

Pacifier Use 2, 95 p < , 0060

Cubic trend

Jerky Movements 0,81 p < ,4231

Smooth Movements 2, 71 p < ,0108

No Movements -3, 93 p < , 0004-

Gaze -4. 11 p < , 0003*

Availability -3,73 p < , 0008-

State Transitions 2,70 p < ,0112

Cry/Fuss -0, 23 p < ,8174

Signals 3, 66 p < , 0009-

Pacifier Use -1,55 p < ,1317

Reaches adjusted significance level of p < ,0014,
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nificant cubic trend < .0004.
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Figure 5. Means of Availability across conditions. Signifi-

cant cubic trend p < .0008.
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Figure 7, Jerky Movements across conditions. Trend

non significant.
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Figure 9. State Transitions across conditions. Approaches

significant cubic trend p < .0112.
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Figure 10, Cry/Fuss across conditions. Trend non-

significant.
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Figure 11, Pacifier Use across conditions. Approaches

significant linear trend p < .0060.
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The final type of comparison between the groups dealt with differ-

ences in patterns or the co-occurrence of certain behaviors in each 5-

second period. This analysis of co-occurrence assessed whether the two

groups might differ in temporal combinations of their behaviors. This

analysis was conducted in the following steps:

lo Forty-one patterns of co-occurring behaviors were selected by

the author as the combinations of behaviors speculated to occur most com-

monly and that could logically be paired (i.e.
,
gazing might occur with

pacifier use, but fuss/cry should not occur with pacifier use) (refer to

j

Appendix F for the 41 patterns selected).
\

Z. Each of the 41 patterns was looked for and counted and divided

by 144 (18 [5-second periods] x 4 [conditions] x 2 [social responsiveness
I

I

sessions]) to get the probability of each individual infant displaying a par-
j

ticular pattern,

I

3o All patterns that displayed the highest probability of occurrence
|

(> 17.5%) were selected for analysis. These included:

a. Smooth Movements + Gaze for greater than 1 second,

bo Jerky Movements + Signal.

c. Smooth Movements + Pacifier Use + Gaze for greater than

1 secondo

d. Pacifier Use + Gaze for greater than 1 second.

I

j

4. Due to the positively skewed distribution of the probability of
I

I

co-occurrence of these patterns, an arcsine transformation was performed.

5o A multivariate analysis of variance was conducted to test for a
j

i

!

main effect of group (Premature vs. Full -term) on the four patterns. The !

I

i
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results indicate a significant effect for group, F (4, 27) = 13, 12, p < ,0001,

Through an analysis of each of the four patterns, the main effect appeared

to be due to the high incidence of pattern 2 (Jerky Movements + Signal)

among preterm infants and low incidence among full -terms, F (1, 31) =

30. 27, p < .0001,

These 41 patterns accounted for all but 28,7% of the patterns

observed in the 144 (5-second periods) for each of 32 infants; 50,3% of

the periods included only single scores, thus no co-occurrence was pos-

sible.

Preparation period . The preparation periods prior to the social

responsiveness assessment were designed to allow the infant some

exposure to the location and adult and to attempt to elicit an optimal state

of alertness in the infant. These preparation periods consisted of a 2

-

minute initial state observation, a 1 -minute exposure to each of the four

conditions, and a transition period in which either comforting or alerting

techniques were administered. Data from these periods were not analyzed

in as great a detail as for the experimental session, although some ques-

tions of interest about the differences in the preterm and full -term groups

are addressed.

Separate t tests were computed to test the differences between the

full -term and premature groups on their level of alertness (as indicated

by recordings of state), level of movement (No Movement vs , Movement),

pacifier use, and the number of seconds of fussing or crying. These tests
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were conducted on scores combined across the five conditions (Initial

State, Look, Touch, Talk, and Talk and Touch) » Table 7 presents the

scores for each group of subjects and the results of the t tests. The

results indicate that there was a significant difference between the groups

only for No Movements, The premature group showed significantly fewer

movements than the full -terms prior to the transition period.

The transition period was a period of time of up to 6 minutes in

which the adult either soothed or awakened the infant. At the end of the

6-minute period, the assessment began whether the infant was alert or not

Chi square analyses were performed to test the difference between groups

of the frequency of: (a) the infant's requiring a pacifier; (b) any period

(15 seconds) of successful alerting; (c) the infant's being alert at the begin

ning of the assessment; and (d) use of the full 6-minute period in which to

sooth or alert the infant. None of the group differences were significant.

Percentages of all infants in each category were computed. These calcu-

lations indicate that: (a) 28% of the infants did require a pacifier to be

quieted; (b) 53% of the infants alerted successfully at least once in the

transition period for both of their social responsiveness assessments and

9% did not alert at all for either assessment; (c) 46% of the infants were

still alert when the assessment began and the transition ended for both of

their sessions, and 16% were not alert for either assessment at the end of

the transition period; (d) 53% of the infants never required the full 6-

minute transition period to become alert, 31% required the full time for
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Table 7

Mean Scores of Infant Activities by Group
in the Warm-Up Sessions

Activity

Premature
group

Full -term
group

Level of

significance

lo Alert . 181 o319 p < , 1766

2o Sleep 0 1 0 0 6^ ^0 U w) 1 n < 1 357

So Crying , 031 0 050 D < ,5150

4o No movements ,425 0 188 p < , 0025^;^

5o Sporadic movements , 331 ,425 p < ,2331

60 Continuous movements , 231 , 388 p < , 0774

7o Pacifier use , 169 , 150 p < , 8138

8. Fuss/cry 0 088 , 172 p < , 1479

Note, Mean scores are expressed in proportions of time the infant

was engaged in a particular activity.

Reaches significance at the critical level of p_ < ,0055.
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one of their two transition periods, and 16% always took up the full 6-

minute transition period (Table 8 displays these results).

The exact amount of time each infant required to come to an alert

state, including the infants who took the entire 6 minutes and did not

alert (Z8% of the sessions), was recorded for each infant, A t test was

performed to test for a significant difference between the two groups in

the amount of transition time (t = ,18; n,s,)o Previous calculations have

shown that there were no differences between the full -term and preterm

groups for either the number of infants using the full 6-minute period or

the number of infants alert at the end of the transition period. So essen-

tially what is being calculated is the group difference in the time used to

alert those infants who did alert. No significant difference was found

between the groups for transition time (alerting time). This indicates that

the two groups have comparable reactions to the procedures in the warm-

up transition session so far as attaining an alert, non-fussy state,

Brazelton Neonatal Behavioral
Assessment Scale

Comparison of preterm and full -term infants . The scores for each

of the four dimensions of the BNBAS were summed to provide a total out-

come score for each infant (Table 9), A student' s _t test indicated that the

full -term group had significantly higher total scores (closer to the optimal)

than did the premature group, _t_ (30) = 2,64, p < ,02, two-tailed. This

difference in overall scores (the mean score for prematures was 14, 6
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Table 8
"

Proportions of All Infants' Behaviors During
Preparation Period Transition Sessions

For both For In neither

Behaviors SRI^ and SRII SRI or SRII SRI nor SRII

1„ Used a pacifier 0 28% 72%

2o Alerted successfully

at least once 53%

3o Was alert at very end

of transition period 46% 38% 16%

4o Used full 6 -minute
transition period 16% 31% 53%

SRI stands for the first social responsiveness assessment,

b
SRII stands for the second social responsiveness assessment.
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Table 9

Brazelton Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale Scores
for Each Individual Infant

Dimensions

T
I II III IV

interactive Motoric State Response Total

Subject processes processes control ^ ^ a
to stress score

Premature infant group

1 5 5 5 2 17

2 5 5 4 2 16

3 5 4 5 2 16

4
'

3 3 5 3 14

.5 5 5 5 2 17

6 5 3 5 i 14

7 5 4 5 2 16

8 5 5 5 1 16

9 5 5 3 2 15

10 3 5 3 1 12

11 3 3 3 2 11

12 5 5 3 2 15

13 3 5 2 2 12

14 5 5 5 1 16

15 5 3 5 1 14

16 5 2 5 1 13

Full -term infant group

1 1 3 3 2 9

2 5 3 3 1 12

3 5 3 5 2 15

4 1 5 5 12

5 1 2 2 7

6 1 2 1 5

7 3 1 2 7

8 1 3 3 8
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Table 9 (continued)

i
TT
11 TTTill 1 V

Inte ractive Motoric State Response Total

Subject processes processes control to stress^ score

9 3 3 5 1 12

10 5 1 3 1 10

11 5 3 5 2 15

12 5 5 5 2 17

13 5 5 5 1 16

14 5 5 5 3 18

15 5 4 5 1 15

16 5 1 2 1 9

Note, Scale: 1 = Optimal; 2 = Hi^ Average; 3 = Average ; 4 = Low
Average; 5 = Worrisomeo

Based on a 3 -point scale (1 = Positive; 2 = Neutral; 3 = Negative),
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and for full -terms was llo7) indicates that the premature infant is not

able to perform as well on a measure of interactive, motoric, and organi-

zational processes as the full -term infant according to the BNBAS

administration.

Relationship of the BNBAS to the Social

Responsiveness Assessment

Pearson r_ correlation coefficients were also calculated for each of

the infant groups (Prematures and Full -terms) separately on the relation

of the BNBAS to the Availability measure. For the full -term group the

correlation r_ = -,69 was highly significant (p < oOl), (The correlation is

negative because a high score on the BNBAS indicates the least optimal

score, whereas on the Availability measure it would indicate the most

optimal score,) The correlation of -o69 indicates that optimal perform-

ance on the BNBAS was significantly related to optimal Availability scores

for the full -term group. The premature group, however, failed to reach

a significant level of relatedness (r = -,31), These results are graphi-

cally presented in Figure 12, This indicates that the BNBAS and the

social responsiveness assessment Availability measure are more related

as dimensions of interactive capacity for a population of full -term infants

than for premature infants. It is speculated that the neurological and

motoric processes assessed by the BNBAS and not by the social respon-

siveness sessions tend to create a more negatively loaded picture of the

preterm infant than does the infant's Availability score. The preterm
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infant's "unusual" interactive style will be analyzed in depth throughout

this paper.

Availability was chosen as the response measure for comparison to

the BNBAS as it was a conglomerate measure created from the other
|

i

response measures and because it is definitionally related to the social
!

I

interactive capacities measured by the BNBAS,
j

i

Effects of Additional Subject Variables

Infant sex, A multivariate analysis of variance with measures

over session and condition was also conducted to test for main effects of

the infant's sex and the interaction of sex by group, (There were seven

males and nine females in each group,) Neither of these effects - -Sex,

F (9, 20) = 1, 54, p < ,20, or Sex x Group, F (9, 20) = 1, 39, p < , 26- -was
|

I

i

significant,
|

i

Single or twin delivery (Prematures only), A multivariate analysis

collapsed across sessions and conditions in the premature group was con-
j

ducted to test for an effect of a single or twin delivery, (There were no

I

twins in the full -term group and there were eight twins and eight single-
j

r

i

tons in the preterm group,) There was no significant effect for twin or i

singleton birth, F (6, 9) = 1,26, p < ,40,
j

Postnatal factors (Prematures only). Postnatal complications scale
{

scores (Littman & Parmelee, unpublished document) indicating increasing
j

i

I

risk of mortality and morbidity for the infant were calculated for each
j

j
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infant in the premature groupo ^ These scores were analyzed to test the

main effect of the severity of the score (lower scores indicate increased

risk factors) on the nine dependent measures obtained for each infant, A

multivariate regression analysis collapsed across sessions and conditions

was conducted., The results indicate that there was no significant corre-

lation of the postnatal score with the nine dependent measures.

Parental visitation (Prematures only). Parental visitation records

(expressed in a proportionate score of number of visits/number of days

the infant was in the hospital) were analyzed to determine any effect that

this extra handling and stimulation might have had on the infant's behaviors

in the dependent measures. Two a priori multivariate analyses of vari-

ance were conducted on two of the dependent measures predicted to be

most likely to be affected by added handling and stimulation: Gaze and

Availability, Gaze was found to be significantly enhanced by a high fre-

quency of maternal visitation, F (1, 15) = 4,65, p < .049, Availability

approached a significant level of being enhanced by frequent visitation,

F (1, 15) = 3,95, p < ,066, A multivariate analysis of variance on all nine

dependent measures did not result in a significant overall effect,

^The mean score obtained on the postnatal complications scale by

Littman and Parmelee on a group of 40 preterm infants under 33 weeks of

age (X = 85,52; SD = 28,06) was compared to the mean score obtained for the

16 preterm infants under 32 weeks of age in the current study (X = 68,7;

SD = 7,9), It is interesting to note that the mean score for the current

sample is lower than that reported by Littman and Parmelee with a sample

of infants of a wider range (ingestational age and number of postnatal fac-

tors). This indicates a higher risk factor for the infants observed in the

current study perhaps due to the lower gestational age at birth.
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F (6, 9) = 2, 57, p . 132,

Level of obstetric medicaticn (Full -terms only). The effect of the

level of predelivery medication for the full -term group on the nine

dependent measures of infant behavior was tested in a multivariate analy-

sis of variance combining group and session, A division of obstetric

medication levels was devised for the analyses. This division of obstet-

ric medication contained three groups of medication level. The results

indicate no effect of medication on the three groups over all the nine

response measures, F (8, 18) = 1,46, p_ < ,302,





DISCUSSION

The findings suggest that parents of preterm infants are faced with

a very different social partner than are parents of full -term infants.

When engaged by an unfamiliar adult in face-to-face interaction, the pre-

term infant's behaviors differed reliably from that of the full -term infants

»

Preterm infants exhibit a pattern of startling and jerking movements

accompanied by gasping and grunting and are unable to maintain their

ongoing state of arousal. Full -term infants, in contrast, move less often

and more smoothly and are more able to continue being alert or nonalert

during the interaction.

In other ways, preterm and full -term infants appear similar. Both

groups of infants were available for interaction; that is, they were alert,

not fussing and visually exploring their adult partner's face, for the same

amount of time. They did not differ in the total amount of time spent in

enface gazing, fussing and crying, or use of a pacifier.

These results create a mixed picture of the preterm infant. In

some capacities he appears very much like the full -term, but in other

capacities he appears very different. He is capable of engaging in mutual

gaze and becoming alert to stimulation, but he seems unable to control
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his erratic movements and sounds and unable to maintain his state. This

pattern of results suggests a scattered pattern of the organizational capa-

cities of the preterm.

Prior studies during neurological examinations of the preterm infant

also present evidence of uneven maturation. Preterm infants have been

reported to be more easily aroused (especially motorically) and less able

to inhibit this arousal in a neurological exam than full -term infants upon

reaching the same gestational age (Als et al,, 1979; Dreyfus -Brisac, 1974;

Gorski et al,, 1979; Michaelis, Parmelee, Stern, & Haber, 1972;

Parmelee, 1975; Parmelee & Stern, 1972), The heightened arousal docu-

mented during neurological exams corresponds to the high levels of

motoric (movements) and physiologic (states and sounds) arousal observed

in the current study.

The heightened arousal of the preterm could result from hyper

-

responsivity to stimulation or from heightened sensitivity to the stimula-

tion. Bench and Parker (1971), in assessing the preterm infant's response

to sounds, found that preterm infants were actually less able to detect

sound than full -term infants of the same gestational age. They concluded

that the high levels of spontaneous erratic motoric activity was a matter

of hyperresponsivity rather than hypersensitivity.

The description of the preterm infant emerging both from the present

study as well as from prior neurologic assessments closely corresponds

to the "hyperexcitability syndrome" described by Prechtl (1961), Prechtl
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studied a broad range of high risk infants of which premature infants were

a subgroup and suggested that the hyperexcitability syndrome was the

result of varying forms of neurological abnormalities. Infants exhibiting

this syndrome were described as being easily startled and showing rigor-

ous tremors

,

The hyperresponsivity/hyperexcitability of the preterm is not only

an important reflection of the infant's neurologic status but may have

important impact upon the feelings and behaviors of the infant's caretakers,

Prechtl speculated that mothers of the infants exhibiting the hyper-

excitability syndrome were disturbed by the behavior pattern and believed

that their infant was easily frightened. He suggested that this early pattern

of behaviors represented to the mother signs of her baby's temperament

and character and predicted that hyperexcitability symptoms in the infant

would directly influence the pattern of mothering the infant received,

Prechtl (1963) reported follow-up observations of these mother -infant

dyads in his own medical practice and suggested that the hyperexcitable

infants elicited extreme anxiety and rejection from their mothers. The

response of the mother to these behaviors would appear to be a crucial

issue in understanding the evolving mother -infant interaction in the pre-

mature infant -mother dyads.

Currently, a well -accepted general rule in understanding the evolu-

tion of mother -infant interaction is that the organization of the dyadic

interaction occurs as a function of the capacities of each member: the
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infant's capacities for signalling its needs and responding to maternal

ministration and the mother's ability to appropriately perceive and respond

to her infant's cues (Thoman, 1975)o Thus, a critical factor in shaping

the ensuing mother -infant interaction is the clarity of behaviors and cries

emitted by the infant to the adulto Such clarity of behavioral communica-

tion is often referred to as the "readability" of the infant behaviors,

because the parent must be able to "read" or interpret a meaning to the

baby's behavioro Thoman (1975) speculated that a well -or ganized infant

will give clear cues to his mother as to whether he is awake or asleep,

comfortable or disturbed, and whether he requires caretaking intervention,

social interaction, or just being left alone

o

The notion of readability of infant cues may be helpful in understand-

ing the interaction of a preterm infant and his mother. The preterm

infant seems to present his parents with conflicting and not easily read

signals and cues. It would be difficult for the parents to interpret and

respond to the infant's often changing state of arousal. The preterm mixes

jerks, gasps, and grunts with face-to-face gazing; these combined signals

would be very difficult to "read" and respond to. Not only may the parent

be confused, troubled or puzzled by the premature's behaviors, but the

parent may have difficulty in responding to the infant. Recent research

suggests that the mother increases her own activities in response to the

heightened activity level of the infant, Thoman and Becker (in press)

suggest that both preterm infant and mother come to make numerous and
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abrupt movements. The mother changes from one activity to another as

the infant changes from one state to another » The work of Field {1977a,

1977b, 1979) and Brown and Bakeman (1977, in press) on patterns of inter-

action document that mothers of preterm infants do indeed act at a faster

pace than mothers of full -term infants.

The increased pace of the mother's activities may have direct impact

on the infant's behaviors. An important question concerning the impact

of this pace is whether the pattern of increased maternal activity enhances

or impedes the development of the preterm infant. Currently there are

two opposing perspectives concerning the developmental outcome.

The first perspective proposes that high levels of arousal due to

increased stimulation create a sensory overload for the poorly organized

premature infant. The infant responds to this overload by "shutting out"

the stimulation. He learns not to attend to this level of stimulation and

becomes an unresponsive, averting "nonpartner" in interaction. An

alternative position, however, has also been proposed, A homeostatic

mechanism may exist within the caregiver -infant dyad such that vulnerable

infants are responded to with heightened stimulation as a natural mechan-

ism for attenuating the effects of their vulnerability. This model suggests

that the heightened stimulation is not only appropriate but an adaptive

response to these high-risk babies. This model emerged from research

showing that primates will provide compensatory care to their experi-

mentally damaged infants, resulting in interaction between the mother and
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infant that was closer to the norm (Lindburg, 1969; Rosenblum & Young-

stein, 1974; Rumbaugh, 1965) o

The resolution of the issue of the adaptiveness or maladaptivenes

s

of this pattern of maternal stimulation requires extensive long-term

follow-up. Present research findings have not addressed this issue

directlyo Short-term studies such as that of Field (1977a) at 4 months of

age suggest a deleterious effect of overstimulation. Her findings indicate

that overstimulation does result in the infant's shutting out excessive

stimulation by averting his gaze. The long-term prognosis of this pattern,

considering the interactive model and concepts of dialogue, is not good.

An established pattern of gaze aversion should result in poor outcome for

the infant. On the other hand, the study has not been done that contrasts

infant outcome of a mother who is not highly stimulating to a mother who

is highly stimulating. Perhaps without this accelerated rate of stimulation

the prognosis for a preterm infant would be much worse than it is.

The issue of the adaptive value of this stimulation is made even more

complex by considering the various types of arousal an infant may show

and the effects of various types of stimulation. Heightened arousal may be

defined as physiologic {i,e,, state), motoric and/or attentional arousal.

Secondly, there are numerous types of stimulation that can result in these

varying forms of arousal. Two issues to be considered in the interpreta-

tion of the current results are the differing types of stimulation (e.g.,

visual, auditory, and tactile) and the resultant forms of arousal (motoric.
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physiologic, attentional)

,

A highly aroused state of motoric and physiologic behaviors (cog,,

movements, gasps, state changes) was associated with tactile stimulation

for both preterm and full -term infants. Tactile stimulation increased the

number of gasps and grunts and state transitions (predominately for pre-

terms) and movements (predominately for full -terms). Tactile stimula-

tion also decreased the frequency of periods of quiescence and periods of

availability and the frequency of enface gazing for both groups of infants.

Thus it would appear that tactile stimulation poses a more serious demand

for the infant's regulation of motoric and physiologic arousal than do

visual and auditory stimulation. These results have strong implications

for the handling of preterm and full -term infants. If enface gazing and

availability to social stimulation are what is desired, then the level of

tactile stimulation should be diminished. These results suggest that

models speculating that heightened stimulation leads to decreased

responsiveness or adaptive outcome are too simplistic as they do not take

into account the differing types of stimulation or forms of arousal,

Als et alo (1979) report similar findings of heightened levels of

motoric and physiologic arousal while the infant is placed in a position of

ventral disinhibition. They speculate that this form of arousal is not

optimal and suggest that this arousal may be modulated by reducing tactile

stimulation while in an open ventral position and inhibiting the infant's

movements with external inhibition such as swaddling. Results from the
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analysis of co-occurrence of behaviors indicate that enface gazing occurs

most frequently with pacifier use. It appears that pacifier use may also

act in inhibiting motoric and physiologic arousal and increase the chances

for attentive gaze in the infant. It would appear that perhaps the "optimal"

form of stimulation would be that which allows for a decrease in certain

forms of arousal and an increase in others.

Another finding of the study that deserves comment is the signifi-

cant and positive relationship between the infant's ability to be available

to social stimulation and the frequency with which the parents visited and

interacted with their infants. This result suggests that, even early in

the preterm infant's life, he is able to assimilate information from his

environment and accommodate his behaviors accordingly, Minde et al,

(1978) found that preterm infants who were regularly visited by their

parents began to show particular patterns of behavior "in anticipation" of

their parents' visits. Perhaps even at this early age the infant is able to

learn specific strategies with which to approach his environment.

Each infant's responses to social interaction with the adult were

contrasted to the infant's responses elicited on the Brazelton Neonatal

Behavioral Assessment Scale, The BNBAS was selected for comparison

as it is a widely used tool for measuring the neonate's behavioral and

interactive capacities, and assesses these capacities in a very stan-

dardized response -eliciting format between the examiner and infant (see

Sameroff, 1978, for a review of studies utilizing the BNBAS), A primary
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aim of the BNBAS is the assessment of the infant's initial contribution to

the interaction of the mother -infant dyado The BNBAS was developed as

a clinical tool to detect differences in the capacities of healthy full -term

infants for interaction with their environment. The BNBAS scores have

correlated with independent assessments of full -term infant functioning

during mother -infant interaction (Horowitz, Sullivan, & Linn, 1978;

Osofsky & Danzger, 1974) and during feeding (Linn, 1978) o

There are problems, however, with using the BNBAS in a popula-

tion other than the one for which it was designeda Some researchers have

used the BNBAS in assessing the skill or capacity of the preterm infant

for mother -infant interaction., The results of these studies consistently

lead to a poor prognosis for the preterm infant as to his interactive capa-

city (Field, 1977a, 1977b; Field et alo , 1978; Powell, 1974)„ The current

findings also indicated less optimal BNBAS scores for the preterm infant.

The problem of using this assessment with the preterm infant, though, is

highlighted by additional findings that performance of the preterm infant

on the BNBAS did not relate to the infant's availability to social stimulation

as measured by the social responsiveness measure. For full -term

infants there was a significant relationship between the two kinds of

assessment. These findings suggest that the BNBAS may not be an accu-

rate measure of interactive capacity in a high-risk group such as the pre-

term group. It would appear that the preterm infant may be overly

"penalized" for his poor motoric organization in an assessment of his
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interactive capacityo Some of the preterm infants studied were able to

achieve high frequencies of enface gazing and alert orientation, but this

was not reflected in their BNBAS score. This finding leads to speculation

that use of the BNBAS with this different population of infants may not be

appropriate in assessment of their interactive skills. The usefulness of

the BNBAS for assessing capacities of the preterm infant may therefore

be limited to merely pointing out differences between full -term and pre-

term infants and not directly interpreting the capacities of the preterm.

The results from the current study indicate different capacities for

interaction for the preterm and full -term infant. The picture of the pre-

term infant created from these findings is one of a scattered pattern of the

infant's capacities. On one hand the infant is unable to inhibit his level of

arousal and contain his movements or maintain his states. On the other

hand, he is able to interact visually, being alert and available to the same

extent that a full -term is. These findings suggest that differing strategies

for handling and dealing with these two groups may allow for the most

optimal development of the infant's early interactive capacities.





APPENDIX A

PREPARATION PERIOD PROCEDURES

Comforting Procedure

These procedures are implemented by the adult if the infant cries

for more than a 15-second period during the alerting period,

lo Present face within 8-12 inches of the baby,

2o Present face and speak softly to the infant,

3o Place a hand on the baby's belly and speak softly,

4o Put a hand on the baby's belly, restraining one or both arms,
and speak softly,

5, Pick up and hold the baby and speak softly,

6, While bundling, holding, and rocking the baby, speak softly,

7, Give the baby a pacifier.

Attempt each procedure for 5 to 10 seconds before moving on to the

next item. If the crying will not cease until pacifier is placed in mouth,

then leave the pacifier in mouth for the remaining procedures. If the

crying ceases for up to 15 seconds in any of the conditions, proceed with

further assessments. If crying will not cease with any of the procedures
over a 5 -minute period, check diapers and any other possible cause for

crying and terminate if crying cannot be stopped.

Awakening Procedure

These procedures are to be implemented for up to 5 minutes if the

baby is in deep sleep, light sleep, and/or drowsy for more than a 15-
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second period during the alerting period,

1. Talking and touching the baby,

2o Jiggling the baby,

3o Raising the baby to an upright position.

4o Rubbing and tapping the baby's feet,

5o Pulling the baby to a sitting position,

60 Eliciting a Moro reflex.

If infant alerts for a period of 15 seconds in any of the conditions,

proceed with the Social Responsiveness Assessment, If the infant does

not alert with any of the measures over the 6 -minute period, proceed
with the Social Responsiveness Assessment,





APPENDIX B

BEHAVIOR CODES

Each behavior code is noted after a 5-second period of viewing the

videotape

,

Movement

lo Startle; Coraplete Moro response - -both hands and arms raised
in extended position in greater than a 30 ° arc from the

body.

2. Jerk-Startle: A rapid movement of a single arm, or asym-
metrical movement of both arms, that moves the upper
arm in any angle greater than 30** from the body, bent or

unbento Not coded if a full Startle occurs in same 5-second
period.

3, Jerk: A rapid movement of a bent arm or hand that does not

involve the upper arm, or a rapid straight -armed move-
ment that does not move beyond a 30° arc from the body.

Not coded if a Startle or Startle -Jerk has occurred in same
5-second period,

4o Large: A smooth movement of the body that lifts the upper arm
in an angle greater than 30° from the body, bent or unbent

(whole arm cycling included). Scored when none of the

previous behaviors (Startle, Jerk, Startle -Jerk) have
occurred in same 5-second period.

5o Small: A smooth movement of the bent arm or wrist that does

not move in a greater than 30° arc with the upper arm.
Scored when no other movement occurs in same 5-second
period.
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6, Tremble: Any jittering naovement that includes more than two
rapid beats. This accompanies any of the above movements.

7o Hand to mouth: A placing of the hand (fist, finger) in or near the

moutho Does not include swiping at the mouth. Must be

maintained more than 1 second,

8, Hand over face: Hand or hands must be resting over face (eyes,

cheeks, ears) in contact with face. Duration more than 1

second,

9o No movement: No observable movements.

Behaviors

lo Signal: Any singular raspy, gutteral

gasps, snorts, hiccups, cough,

once in a 5-second period,

2. Yawn: Full yawn, open-mouthed,

3. Smile: Turning up lips in smile -like grimace,

4. Vocalize: Singular tone sound with a clear vowel "ahh" "ehh,"

5. Spit-up: Any drool or milk dribbling from mouth accompanied
by grunts, gasps, chokes,

6. Accept pacifier: Pacifier is placed in mouth,

7. Lose pacifier: Pacifier is dropped or removed from mouth.

sound including sighs,

choking sounds. Scored





APPENDIX C

CODE SYSTEM FOR CLASSIFYING INFANT STATE OF AROUSAL

State Specific Behaviors

Regular sleep - No Movement
- Single Smooth Movement

Quiet nonalert - No more than one Jerky Movement
- Smooth Movement
- Pacifier use of less than 5 seconds

(optional)

Active nonalert - Two or more Jerky Movements or Smooth
Movements

- Pacifier use (optional)

Drowsy - Gaze less than 1 second
- Signals (optional)

- Movements (optional)

Quiet alert - Gaze greater than 1 second
- No more than one Jerky Movement
- Signals (optional)

- Smooth Movements (optional)

Active alert - Gaze greater than 1 second
- Two or more Jerky Movements or three

Smooth Movements
- Signal(s)

Irritable - Fuss/Cry of less than 1 -s econd bur sts

Crying - Fuss/Cry greater than 1 -second bursts
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APPENDIX D

ITEMS ASSESSED DURING ADMINISTRATION OF THE BRAZELTON

NEONATAL BEHAVIORAL ASSESSMENT SCALE
1

i

!

Elicited Reflexes

Glabella

Tonic deviation of head and eyes
Nystagmus
Tonic neck reflex

Moro
Rooting (intensity)

jSucking (intensity)

Passive movement of arms and legs

Behavioral Responses

1. Response decrement to light 14. Cuddlines s

2. Response decrement to rattle 15. Defensive movements
3o Response decrement to bell 16. Consolability

4. Response decrement to pinprick 17. Peak of excitement

5 = Orientation: inanimate visual 18. Rapidity of buildup

6. Orientation: inanimate auditory 19o Irritability

7« Orientation: animate visual 20. Activity

8. Orientation: animate auditory 21. Tremulousness
9. Orientation: animate visual 22, Startle

and auditory 23. Lability of skin color

10. Alertnes s 24. Lability of states

11. General tonus 25. Self -quieting activity

12. Motor maturity 26. Hand-to-mouth facility

13. Pull -to -sit 27. Smiles

Planter grasp
Hand grasp
Ankle clonus

Babinski

Standing

Automatic walking
Placing

Incurvation

Crawling
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APPENDIX F

PREDICTED POSSIBLE PATTERNS OF

CO-OCCURRENCE OF BEHAVIOR

Possible Patterns

lo B, G 11. A, D, H 21. B, C, F, J 31. A, C, H, J

2. A, G 12. A, D 22. A, E, H 32. B, C, H, I

3. A, C 13. B, D 23. B, E, H 33. B, C, H, J

4. A, E, G 14. E, G 24. A, C, D 34. A, C, E, G
5„ B, E, G 15. E, H 25. B, C, D 35. A, C, E, H
6. A, C, G, I 16. A,F 26. A, C, G, J 36. B, C, E, G
7. B, C, G,I 17. B, F 27. A, C, G, I 37. B, C, E, H
8o A, C, H, J 18. A, C,F,I 28. B, C, G, J 38, A, C, D, I

9. B, C, H, J 19. A, C,F, J 29. B, C, G, I 39. A, C, D, J

10„ A, D,I 20. B, C,F,I 30. A, C, H, I 40. B, C, D, I

41. B,C,D,J

Key to Patterns

A Jerky movement
B Smooth movement
C Signal

^

D Hands over face

E Pacifier use
^

F Turn face away from adult

G Enface gaze greater than 1 second
H Enface gaze equal to or less than 1 second
I Fuss/cry greater than 1 second

J Fuss/cry equal to or less than 1 second

Originally coded for, but dropped from later analyses due to

infrequent occurrence and poor intercoder agreement.
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